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if you are migrating from vmware vcenter server 6.0 to vcenter server 7.0, upgrade to vcenter server
6.0 first. if you cannot upgrade to vcenter server 6.0, please follow the vcenter server 6.0 upgrade

steps in kb article 87561. if you are migrating from vmware vcenter server 5.5 to vcenter server 6.0,
upgrade to vcenter server 5.5 first. if you cannot upgrade to vcenter server 5.5, please follow the
vcenter server 5.5 upgrade steps in kb article 87561. if you are migrating from vmware vcenter

server 5.0 to vcenter server 6.0, upgrade to vcenter server 5.0 first. if you cannot upgrade to vcenter
server 5.0, please follow the vcenter server 5.0 upgrade steps in kb article 87561. if you are

migrating from vmware vcenter server 4.0 to vcenter server 5.0, upgrade to vcenter server 4.0 first.
if you cannot upgrade to vcenter server 4.0, please follow the vcenter server 4.0 upgrade steps in kb
article 87561. if you are migrating from vmware vcenter server 3.5 to vcenter server 4.0, upgrade to
vcenter server 3.5 first. if you cannot upgrade to vcenter server 3.5, please follow the vcenter server

3.5 upgrade steps in kb article 87561. if you are migrating from vmware vcenter server 3.0 to
vcenter server 4.0, upgrade to vcenter server 3.0 first. if you cannot upgrade to vcenter server 3.0,

please follow the vcenter server 3.0 upgrade steps in kb article 87561. if you are migrating from
vmware vcenter server 2.0 to vcenter server 3.0, upgrade to vcenter server 2.0 first. if you cannot

upgrade to vcenter server 2.0, please follow the vcenter server 2.0 upgrade steps in kb article
87561.
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when you upgrade the vcenter server component of a vsphere cluster using the vsphere web client,
the upgrade cannot be completed and you can’t complete the upgrade process. this can be caused
by the following: the 3.0 release of converter supports new lacp modes for deploying new vmotion

connections. currently vmotion is supported in the following lacp modes: enhanced lacp mode basic
lacp mode single lacp mode install of vmware converter 3.0 on a mac requires additional

downloadable components. in addition to esxi, converter 3.0 requires: disk cloning tools disk cloning
utilities the sun virtual machine helper scripts for most deployments, a vmware converter

deployment requires only a few minutes to complete and takes up to a few hours of physical server
time. for large-scale deployments, the deployment schedule is important. for more information, see
vmware converter 3.0 quick start guide . vmware converter ensures that you can easily move and
upgrade any esxi or esxi image in vmware converter 3.0 . it makes it easy to move esxi instances
and their associated esxi images to a new esxi host while maintaining the configuration, security,
and performance attributes that you have built and tested for the virtual machines on the source

esxi host. for more information on migration using vmware converter, see vmware knowledge base
article 2066117. vmware converter 3.0 is available from vmware partner sites. it can be purchased
as a single license or as part of a vmware network virtualization management suite. for details on

licensing, see the vmware licensing guide for enterprise and service provider customers. for a
detailed tutorial on using converter 3.0, see this beginner's guide . 5ec8ef588b
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